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INTRODUCTION

Ten years ago John Braithwaite lamented the lack of influence which, he said, criminology had on public policy. As he put it:

‘…the present state of criminology is one of abject failure in its own terms.

We cannot say anything convincing to the community about the causes of crime;

We cannot prescribe policies that will work to reduce crime;

We cannot in all honesty say that societies spending more on criminological research get better criminal justice policies than those which spend little or nothing on criminology.’ (Braithwaite 1989, p. 133).

Events have proved John wrong in at least one respect. His theory of reintegration shaming has proved enormously influential in mobilising public and political support for restorative justice, both here in Australia and overseas. And yet in Australia his lament remains more true today than it is false.

There’s no doubt criminology has moved on. We now have a better understanding of the causes of crime and what can be done to prevent it than we had ten years ago. And yet the fact is that Australian criminological influence on law and order policy remains weaker than it should be.

The gallling thing about this is that other social sciences, such as economics, exert far more influence on policy despite in some ways resting on much more insecure empirical foundations.
WELL WHY DOES CRIMINOLOGY HAVE LESS INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC POLICY THAN IT SHOULD?

**THE PUBLIC AND CRIME POLICY**

WE CAN GET SOME DISTANCE ANSWERING THIS QUESTION BY ASKING WHAT LIMITS OUR INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC OPINION ABOUT CRIME.

ONE OBVIOUS EXPLANATION FOR OUR LACK OF INFLUENCE IS THAT CRIMINOLOGISTS MIGHT WANT A RATIONAL LAW AND ORDER POLICY, BUT THE PUBLIC JUST WANTS REVENGE. CRIME OFFENDS PEOPLE IN A PERSONAL WAY…

THE IDEAL OF RETRIBUTION IS INSTITUTIONALISED IN OUR LEGAL PROCESS…

THE RITUAL DENUNCIATION FROM THE BENCH, THE SENTENCE CALCULATED TO INFLECT A SUITABLE MEASURE OF SUFFERING…

THESE THINGS MIGHT ATTRACT PUBLIC SUPPORT BECAUSE THEY’RE SOMETIMES THOUGHT TO BE EFFECTIVE IN CONTROLLING CRIME….BUT THEIR REAL SELLING POINT IS THAT THEY MAKE PEOPLE FEEL BETTER WHEN THEIR RIGHTS HAVE BEEN TRAMPLED ON.

VIEWED IN THIS LIGHT CRIMINOLOGISTS ARE SELLING SOMETHING WHICH THOSE ENGAGED IN PUBLIC POLICY SIMPLY DON’T WANT TO BUY.

PUT BLUNTLY, CRIME CONTROL IS FINE BUT IT’S NOT TO BE HAD AT ANY PRICE.

IT’S CERTAINLY NOT TO BE HAD IF IT CONFLICTS WITH THE PUBLIC DEMAND FOR RETRIBUTION.
SO, ON THIS ACCOUNT, SINCE POLITICIANS ARE SLAVES TO PUBLIC OPINION AND POLITICIANS MAKE POLICY, CRIMINOLOGISTS ONLY EVER GET TO PLAY THE BRIDESMAID AT THE WEDDING OF PUBLIC OPINION AND POLICY…WE NEVER GET TO PLAY THE BRIDE.

**THE MEDIA AND CRIME POLICY.**

FOR SOME, OF COURSE, THIS EXPLANATION JUST PUTS THE CART BEFORE THE HORSE.

THERE ARE TWO POPULAR CANDIDATES FOR THE HORSE: THE MEDIA AND POLITICIANS.

MANY CRIMINOLOGISTS ARE DEEPLY ENAMOURED OF THE IDEA THAT THE PUBLIC DESIRE FOR RETRIBUTION IS LARGELY MANUFACTURED BY THE MEDIA.

AFTER ALL, WITH TALK-BACK RADIO HOSTS APPARENTLY WILLING TO SELL THEIR OPINIONS AND NEWS PRODUCERS WHO ONLY CARE ABOUT RATINGS, LAW AND ORDER POLICY IS HOSTAGE TO SOME PRETTY POWERFUL INTERESTS.

YOU ALL KNOW THE FOUNDATION STONE OF AUSTRALIAN TV JOURNALISM IS THAT IF IT BLEEDS, IT LEADS.

THE MEDIA GIVE TWICE AS MUCH COVERAGE TO STORIES ABOUT RISING CRIME AS THEY GIVE TO STORIES ABOUT FALLING OR STABLE CRIME.

WE ALL KNOW THAT THE WAY THE MEDIA PRESENT THE FACTS ON CRIME HAS A BIG BEARING ON WHAT PEOPLE THINK SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT IT.

WE ALL KNOW HOW HARD IT IS TO HAVE A SENSIBLE PUBLIC DEBATE ABOUT CRIME AND JUSTICE POLICY WHEN YOU LIVE IN A PLACE (LIKE PERTH AND BRISBANE) WHERE THERE’S ONLY ONE MAJOR NEWSPAPER IN TOWN AND THAT NEWSPAPER MAKES A BLOOD SPORT OF ATTACKING ACADEMIC OPINION ON CRIME.
IT DOESN’T SEEM TO UNREASONABLE, THEN, TO SUPPOSE THAT MEDIA TREATMENT OF CRIME IS ONE OF THE REASONS WHY CRIMINOLOGICAL RESEARCH FAILS TO EXERT THE INFLUENCE IT SHOULD ON CRIME AND JUSTICE POLICY IN THIS COUNTRY.

ON THIS ACCOUNT, THEN, CRIMINOLOGISTS ARE NOT SO MUCH BRIDESMAIDS AT THE WEDDING OF PUBLIC OPINION AND POLICY.

WE’RE JESTERS AT THE COURT OF MEDIA MANIPULATION….THERE TO BE IGNORED OR TO PROVIDE LIGHT RELIEF FOR THE GUESTS.

**POLITICIANS AND CRIME POLICY**

THERE ARE THOSE, OF COURSE, WHO THINK EVEN THIS IS TOO SHALLOW A VIEW OF OUR INFLUENCE OR LACK OF IT. THEY MAINTAIN THAT THE REAL FOCUS OF ATTENTION SHOULD BE ON OUR POLITICIANS.

KATHERINE BECKETT, (BECKETT 1997) FOR ONE, HAS ARGUED THE SOMewhat SURPRISING THESIS THAT POLITICIANS LEAD PUBLIC OPINION ON CRIME RATHER THAN FOLLOWING IT.

THEY LEAD IT, SHE SAYS, WITH DISTINCTLY ULTERIOR MOTIVES.

YOU SEE, CRIMINOLOGICAL RECIPES FOR CRIME CONTROL FREQUENTLY CHALLENGE EXISTING POWER STRUCTURES OR RECEIVED POLITICAL WISDOM ABOUT THE OBLIGATIONS OF GOVERNMENT.

WHEN CRIMINOLOGISTS SAY CRIME CONTROL REQUIRES CONCERTED ACTION AGAINST SOCIAL INEQUALITY, OR RACISM OR THE OPPRESSION OF WOMEN OR THE ALIENATION OF PUBLIC SPACE OR THAT IT REQUIRES INCREASED INVESTMENT IN LABOUR MARKET PROGRAMS, THEY THREATEN POWERFUL POLITICAL INTERESTS AND STRONGLY HELD POLITICAL ASSUMPTIONS.
To take Beckett’s example, the provision of welfare to combat poverty challenges the orthodox conservative view that people are creatures of their own destiny.

Likewise, talk about the need to reduce the control men exercise over the lives of women challenges traditional ‘family values’.

Expecting politicians to swallow this, so the argument goes, is a bit like expecting Socrates to feel good about drinking hemlock.

Since the empirical evidence which links disadvantage or gender or youth alienation to crime is hard to refute, the best way to undermine the case for social and economic reform is to demonise offenders.

On this argument, our failure as criminologists doesn’t stem from any instinctive antipathy the public has toward offenders.

It doesn’t stem from any antipathy acquired as a result of media manipulation.

It stems from the simple fact that you can’t have crime control without social, political and economic reform.

Criminologists, on this account, are not to be compared to bridemaids or court jesters.

We’re noble but tragically doomed crusaders storming the city gates of political, economic and social power.

Criminologists and Crime Policy

Taking crime seriously
MANY OF YOU MUST SENSE, THOUGH, AS I DO, THAT THERE’S SOMETHING A LITTLE TOO SELF-SERVING IN ALL OF THIS.

IT’S NOT SO MUCH THAT THERE’S NO GRAIN OF TRUTH IN THE ARGUMENTS I’VE BEEN PUTTING. IN SOME CASES I THINK THERE’S MORE THAN A GRAIN OF TRUTH IN THEM.

IT’S JUST THAT IT’S JUST HARD TO BELIEVE THAT THERE ARE NOT MORE BANAL FACTORS AT WORK AS WELL….HARD TO BELIEVE THAT CRIMINOLOGISTS ARE IN NO WAY TO BLAME FOR THEIR LACK OF INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC POLICY.

TO PUT THE MATTER RHETORICALLY: CAN IT REALLY BE THAT WE’VE STRUGGLED HEROICALLY TO INFLUENCE PUBLIC POLICY BUT FAILED IN OUR EFFORTS ONLY BECAUSE THE PUBLIC ARE STUPID, THE MEDIA ARE GREEDY AND THE POLITICIANS ARE ALL TOO SELF-SERVING?

TO A SCEPTIC LIKE ME IT ALL SOUNDS A LITTLE TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE.

IN THE SECOND HALF OF THIS PAPER I WANT TO VENTURE INTO THE LION’S DEN AND SUGGEST THREE WAYS IN WHICH I THINK AUSTRALIAN CRIMINOLOGY HAS UNWITTINGLY CONTRIBUTED TO ITS OWN LACK OF INFLUENCE.

FIRSTLY, WE DON’T TAKE CRIME ANYWHERE NEAR SERIOUSLY ENOUGH.

HAVE YOU EVER NOTICED HOW RARE IT IS TO HEAR A CRIMINOLOGIST ON RADIO OR TV OR IN THE NEWSPAPERS SAYING HE OR SHE IS DEEPLY CONCERNED ABOUT RECENT TRENDS IN CRIME?

IN FACT HAVE YOU EVER NOTICED HOW LITTLE SCHOLARLY ATTENTION GETS PAID IN AUSTRALIA TO RECENT TRENDS IN CRIME OR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN JURISDICTIONS IN LEVELS OF CRIME?

IT’S NOT AS IF WE’VE GOT NOTHING TO WORRY ABOUT.
SURE OUR HOMICIDE RATE REMAINS MUCH LOWER THAN THAT OF THE U.S.


THE NATIONAL UNIFORM CRIME DATA SHOW THAT AUSTRALIA HAS EXPERIENCED A 90 PER CENT INCREASE IN THE RECORDED RATE OF ARMED ROBBERY OVER THE LAST FIVE YEARS. THIS WHILE THE US ROBBERY RATE FELL SHARPLY.

IF INTERNATIONAL CRIME COMPARISONS ARE NOT YOUR CUP OF TEA, THERE ARE LARGE AND ENDURING DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AUSTRALIAN STATES AND TERRITORIES IN THE PREVALENCE OF CRIME.

LAST YEAR, NEARLY 15 PER CENT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIAN HOUSEHOLDS EXPERIENCED A BURGLARY, ATTEMPTED BURGLARY OR MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT.

THE VICTORIAN HOUSEHOLD VICTIMISATION RATE IN 1998 WAS HALF THIS FIGURE.

THE PERSONAL CRIME VICTIMISATION FIGURES ARE JUST AS STARTLING.

NEARLY 8 PER CENT OF ACT RESIDENTS EXPERIENCED SOME FORM OF PERSONAL CRIME IN 1998. IN VICTORIA THE PERSONAL CRIME VICTIMISATION RATE WAS, ONCE AGAIN, HALF THIS FIGURE.

THESE ARE NOT NEW DEVELOPMENTS.

TO A GREATER OR LESSER EXTENT THEY HAVE BEEN MIRRORED IN OUR NATIONAL UNIFORM CRIME DATA SINCE 1994.
They are subjects of enduring interest and concern to policy makers, as are the extraordinary jurisdictional differences in rates of contact with the criminal justice system.

You’ll struggle in vain, though, to find a single article in journals such as the ANZ Journal of Criminology or Current Issues in Criminal Justice which has addressed itself to these problems.

When official statistics paint, as they have, a dismal picture of recent trends in crime across the country we either ignore them, down-play them or set about analysing the politics behind public, media or political preoccupation with them.

Pressed to address the problem at hand, we appeal to the stability of our homicide rates or increased public reporting of crime or the social construction of crime statistics as proof that there’s nothing to worry about or, at least that there’s much less to worry about than everyone seems to think (Hogg and Brown 1998).

Sometimes it seems as if crime trends only get taken seriously when they can be used to clobber a government engaged in tough law and order policies.

Now set aside the question of whether this reaction is justified and let’s pretend, just for a second, that we’re all post-modernists. Look at the symbolism in all of this.

The public consistently rate violent crime at or near the top of their concerns. Law and order policy is the principal electoral battleground on which most State elections are fought. The annual release of crime statistics reliably provokes a media feeding frenzy.
Yet, like submarines, we rig for silent running when crime figures go up, surfacing for public debate only to claim that public concern about crime is unwarranted or just a media and political beat-up.

This sort of head-in-the-sand approach to crime is hardly calculated to make us the first port of call in a storm about law and order policy.

You wouldn’t find an economist ignoring a 90 per cent increase in unemployment over five years. You don’t find them talking about the social construction of unemployment statistics when the jobless rate rises. Yet unemployment is no more or less a social construction than being king-hit in the face for your wallet.

As Samuel Johnson once famously remarked of philosophers who thought the external world was just a social construction: they should try kicking a rock and see how it feels.

There’s something perverse in our determination not to take crime victimisation too seriously. Confronted with persistently bad economic data economists flog the government of the day for its economic policies and put forward credible alternatives.

If criminologists did likewise more frequently in Australia, I suspect our influence on public policy would rise immeasurably.

Facing the need for short-term crime control options

Scepticism about the meaning and significance of crime trends breeds a second problem which limits our influence.

To the extent that we’re interested in prevention we’ve tended historically to favour long-term structural solutions over short-term ones.
We don’t mind talking about the need to reduce social inequality, youth alienation, racism or misogyny. The comfort zone gets a bit stretched when the talk turns to parenting. You can practically hear it cracking when the talk turns to police.

We don’t seem to have the interest in or pragmatic approach to crime control the Americans have always had, and the British over the last ten years seem to have acquired.

The closest we come is in the domain of violence against women and children, which to the credit of feminists we take very seriously and where there is near-universal agreement that policing and prosecution have an important role to play.

Outside of this domain, though, there seems to be a reluctance to admit that policing might sometimes be very effective in reducing crime.

When I raised the possibility in June this year that police might have contributed to a slowing of crime in NSW, by targeting repeat offenders, I received a curt email reminding me about the Kansas City Patrol experiment…. My correspondent seemed quite oblivious to the fact that things have moved on a little since that time.

Aggressive policing of crime hot spots, weapon confiscation and the targeted arrest of repeat offenders have all been shown to reduce crime, at least in the short-term.

Given the evidence on policing I think it’s disingenuous to wring our hands about the politics of law and order and pretend that political demands for short-term crime control options are unreasonable.
OF COURSE, FOR SOME, THE PROBLEM WITH THE SHORT-TERM OPTIONS FOR CRIME
CONTROL, PARTICULARLY THOSE INVOLVING THE POLICE, IS NOT THAT THEY DON’T
WORK BUT THAT THEY POSE A THREAT TO CIVIL LIBERTY AND SOCIAL HARMONY.

THERE’S NO DOUBT THAT SOME POLICING STRATEGIES WHICH ARE EFFECTIVE IN
REDUCING CRIME DO RAISE SIGNIFICANT ISSUES OF CIVIL LIBERTY. THESE OUGHT NOT
TO BE IGNORED. BUT THE MERE POSSIBILITY THAT A POLICING STRATEGY MIGHT POSE A
THREAT TO CIVIL LIBERTIES, OUGHT NOT TO DISQUALIFY IT FROM FURTHER
CONSIDERATION.

WHEN WE WALK AWAY FROM AN OPPORTUNITY TO REDUCE SERIOUS CRIME BECAUSE
WE’RE CONCERNED ABOUT THE RIGHTS OF ALLEGED OFFENDERS, WE ALSO WALK AWAY
FROM AN OPPORTUNITY TO PROTECT THE CIVIL RIGHTS OF POTENTIAL VICTIMS.

THE FACT IS THAT SHORT-TERM CRIME CONTROL SOMETIMES REQUIRES HARD CHOICES,
AS WE’VE FOUND WITH RANDOM BREATH TESTING, AS WE’VE FOUND WITH
APPREHENDED VIOLENCE ORDERS AND AS WE’RE NOW FINDING WITH SEARCH AND
CONFISCATION POWERS FOR KNIVES IN NSW.

IF WE HAVE A STRATEGY WHICH CAN REDUCE CRIME, BUT NOT WITHOUT POsing A
THREAT TO CIVIL LIBERTY, WE OUGHT TO BE LOOKING AT WHETHER WE CAN MINIMIZE
THAT THREAT, RATHER THAN SIMPLY THROWING THE CRIME CONTROL STRATEGY OUT
WITH THE THREAT-TO-CIVIL-LIBERTY BATH-WATER.

I’M NOT SUGGESTING FOR A MOMENT THAT WE ABANDON THE EMPHASIS ON LONG-TERM
STRUCTURAL CHANGE AS FUNDAMENTAL TO TACKLING THE UNDERLYING CAUSES OF
CRIME.

THE POLITICAL PROCESS, THOUGH, IS LIKE A TRAIN RUSHING THROUGH A STATION. YOU
CAN GET PLENTY OF BAGGAGE ON BOARD….BUT FIRST YOU HAVE TO STOP THE TRAIN.
Political trains don’t often stop on the promise of a reward tomorrow, even if they should. They stop much more readily on the promise of a reward today.

It may just be that once we get our foot in the door on short-term options for controlling crime we might a better hearing on our claims for structural reform.

Enhancing our influence on government

This brings me to the third problem: that of getting governments to make greater use of our knowledge and skills.

There was a time not long ago when this would have seemed an anathema to academic criminologists. Perhaps for many it still is. ‘Who cares whether government uses our knowledge or skills’ you might say. ‘I’m here in the pursuit of knowledge, not political influence’.

Well, for better or for worse, in Australia this view is getting increasingly hard to sustain. Funding for research now increasingly depends upon its perceived relevance and public utility.

I don’t mind telling you that, personally, I think the whole demand for immediate relevance is getting right out of hand. But the demand for relevance and practicality should not be too big an imposition on criminology. It is, after all, a discipline of intrinsic practical value.

Why, then, is the relationship between government and Australian academic criminology so often fraught with tension? Why do some perfectly good academic criminologists show little desire to get involved in government work?
Part of the reason is a justifiable concern about loss of independence. From time to time, governments try to limit the freedom of researchers to reach conclusions based on evidence and rigorous argument. Since this is the defining feature of scholarship it’s easy to understand why scholars are sometimes reluctant to get in bed with government.

Another understandable, if more prosaic concern is the incompetence of some public officials in framing tender documents for policy research. Many don’t understand where their job ends and the researcher’s begins.

Research or evaluation tenders sometimes not only stipulate the goal of research or the questions being asked. They try to set down the means of accomplishing the goal or answering the research questions.

No decent researcher would tolerate this state of affairs. Nor should he or she be expected to do so.

Yet another important problem is the structure of our research grants system. Government grants for research provide far less infrastructure support to universities than grants through the ARC or NH & MRC system.

So while academics can greatly boost their income by taking government contracts they get few brownie points as far as the university is concerned.

This is a tragic outcome from the vantage-point of improving law and order policy because it pits scholarship against promotion and remuneration.

But not all of the reluctance of academic researchers to get involved in government-sponsored research can be put down to these sorts of factors.

I think we ought to be honest with ourselves about this. Some confuse academic freedom with the freedom to change the question or questions
BEING ASKED BY GOVERNMENT. SOME RESENT THE CONSTRAINTS OF DELIVERING RESEARCH WITHIN AN AGREED TIME-FRAME OR AN AGREED BUDGET. SOME RESENT BEING ASKED TO ADVISE ON MATTERS OF FACT RATHER THAN ON POLICY. OTHERS CONFUSE EDITORIAL FEEDBACK WITH POLITICAL INTERFERENCE.

NONE OF THESE CONCERNS ARE LEGITIMATE. TO PRETEND OTHERWISE ONLY SERVES TO HAMPER THE DEVELOPMENT OF A PRODUCTIVE PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN GOVERNMENT AND RESEARCHERS.

ENHANCING THE INFLUENCE OF CRIMINOLOGY ON PUBLIC POLICY.

SO HOW DO WE ADDRESS THESE PROBLEMS?

LET ME BEGIN WITH A PARABLE. A FEW YEARS AGO A SENIOR GOVERNMENT MINISTER, WHO SHALL REMAIN NAMELESS, RANG ME UP AND INVITED ME UP TO HIS OFFICE FOR A CUP OF TEA. HE WANTED MY ADVICE, HE SAID, ON HOW TO GET THE CRIME RATE DOWN.

DON’T GET ME WRONG. THIS DOESN’T HAPPEN VERY OFTEN.

HISTORY RECORDS THAT ON THE APPOINTED DAY I HAD NO INFLUENCE AT ALL. SURE, I HAD MY CHARTS AND NOTES LAID OUT AND I PUT FORWARD SHORT AND LONG-TERM OPTIONS FOR CONTROLLING CRIME. I WAXED LYRICAL ABOUT THE SCOPE FOR CONTROLLING CRIME WITHOUT RELIANCE ON TOUGHER PENALTIES AND MORE POLICE.

AND THE MINISTER LISTENED INTENTLY…HE REALLY DID…HIS MINDERS TOOK COPIOUS NOTES AND WHISPERED FURTIVE ADVICE IN HIS EAR AS I SPOKE. LITTLE DID I REALISE AT THE TIME WHAT A BAD SIGN THIS WAS. I THOUGHT I WAS MAKING HEADWAY.

AT THE END OF IT ALL, THOUGH, TO MY AMAZEMENT, HE LEANED BACK IN HIS CHAIR AND ASKED ME WHAT THOUGHT THE MORAL TALE WAS IN THE CLINT EASTWOOD MOVIE ‘DIRTY HARRY’.
NOT LONG AFTER THAT WE GOT ANOTHER ROUND OF LAW AND ORDER POLITICS.

WHAT’S THE POINT OF THIS STORY? WELL THE POINT IS THAT THERE’S MORE TO THE BUSINESS OF INFLUENCING POLICY THAN LAYING DOWN GOOD IDEAS AND EVIDENCE IN FRONT OF AN INTELLIGENT POLITICIAN.

COMPETITION FOR INFLUENCE ON POLICY IN A DEMOCRACY IS A FEROCIOUS AFFAIR, ESPECIALLY WITHIN THE BUREAUCRACY. ON THE DAY IN QUESTION THE MINDERS WON THE BATTLE FOR SUPREMACY.

BUT IF WE WANT TO MAXIMISE THE INFLUENCE OF CRIMINOLOGY ON PUBLIC POLICY WE HAVE TO BE PREPARED TO DO BATTLE WITH CHARLATANS AND SNAKE-OIL SALESMEN. WE HAVE TO BE PREPARED TO COMPETE WITH ALL THE MINDERS, ADVOCATES AND BEGGARS WHO LINE UP BEFORE GOVERNMENT TO PLEAD THEIR CAUSE.

IT’S NO USE EXPECTING THE SWEET VOICE OF REASON AND EVIDENCE TO DROWN OUT EVERYTHING ELSE.

THIS MEANS TWO THINGS. FIRSTLY, IT MEANS ENGAGING THE MEDIA AND GETTING ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN PUBLIC DEBATE ABOUT CRIME AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE ISSUES. NOT WITH A VIEW JUST TO EXPOSING ALL THE CANT AND HYPOCRISY WHICH SURROUNDS US…BUT WITH A VIEW TO PUTTING FORWARD CREDIBLE ALTERNATIVES TO CURRENT POLICY AND PRACTICE.

NATURE AND THE MEDIA ABHOR A VACUUM. IF WE, AS RESEARCHERS, DON’T INFORM PUBLIC DEBATE ABOUT POLICY IT WILL BE LEFT TO THOSE LESS CONCERNED ABOUT EVIDENCE AND MORE CONCERNED TO FURTHER THEIR OWN SELF-INTEREST.

NOW SOME OF YOU WILL SAY IT’S A FRUITLESS EXERCISE TALKING TO THE MEDIA OR ONE IN WHICH THE COMPLEXITIES OF THE WORLD, AS REVEALED BY RESEARCH, ARE TRANSFORMED INTO GROTESQUELY SIMPLE PLATITUDES.
RESHAPING PUBLIC OPINION, THOUGH, IS NOT LIKE CONDUCTING MICRO-SURGERY OR A SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA. IT’S MORE LIKE BIOLOGICAL PEST CONTROL. YOU SET THE CALICIVIRUS OF EVIDENCE AFTER THE RABBIT OF FALSE ASSUMPTION AND YOU HOPE THE MEDIA DON’T MAKE THE VIRUS MUTATE INTO SOMETHING FAR WORSE THAN THE RABBIT.

YOU CAN LIMIT THE RISK OF THIS HAPPENING BY KEEPING YOUR MESSAGE COMPLICATED, OBSCURE AND SUBTLE, OR BY NOT TALKING TO THE MEDIA AT ALL. BUT YOU CAN’T EXPECT TO DO THIS AND STILL REDUCE THE POPULATION OF FALSE AND MISLEADING RABBITS.

THE SECOND THING WE NEED TO DO IS TO GET MORE ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN POLICY EVALUATION, NOTWITHSTANDING ALL ITS RISKS AND PITFALLS.

TEN YEARS AGO, IN NSW, EVALUATION IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE AREA WAS SOMETHING GOVERNMENTS PROMISED TO GET A CONTROVERSIAL PIECE OF LEGISLATION THROUGH THE PARLIAMENT. THESE DAYS AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENTS ARE FAR MORE INCLINED TO TRY AND GET THEIR LAW AND ORDER AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE POLICIES PROPERLY EVALUATED.

AS A COMMUNITY OF SCHOLARS WE NEED TO RISE TO THIS CHALLENGE, EVEN IF ALONG THE WAY IT MEANS LAYING DOWN A FEW GROUND RULES ABOUT WHAT OBJECTIVE AND INDEPENDENT EVALUATION REALLY MEANS.

SO LET ME CUT TO THE CHASE OF THIS SESSION, THEN: WHERE WILL WE BE IN THE YEAR 2020? WELL IF BILL GATES HAS HIS WAY THESE CONFERENCES WILL HAVE GIVEN WAY TO CRYPTIC AND ANTISEPTIC EXCHANGES ON THE INTERNET.

ALL THE SAME, I THINK THERE IS AMPLE CAUSE FOR OPTIMISM ABOUT THE FUTURE OF AUSTRALIAN CRIMINOLOGY.
WE MAY BE A LONG WAY FROM EVIDENCE-BASED POLICY IN EVERY DOMAIN OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE, BUT I KNOW THAT EVEN JOHN BRAITHWAITE’S WOULD ARGUE THAT HIS LAMENT DOESN’T SEEM QUITE AS APPROPRIATE TODAY AS IT DID A DECADE AGO.

THE WORK JOHN HAS DONE ON RESTORATIVE JUSTICE, AS I SAID AT THE OUTSET OF THIS PAPER, HAS HAD A TREMENDOUS EFFECT ON JUVENILE JUSTICE POLICY. ROSS HOMEL’S WORK ON EARLY CHILDHOOD INTERVENTION HAS UNITED CONSERVATIVES AND REFORMERS ALIKE ON THE NEED TO SUPPORT FAMILIES DURING THE FIRST FEW YEARS OF A CHILD’S LIFE.


DAVID DIXON AND LISA MAHER HAVE SUCCEEDED IN GETTING POLICE TO THINK HARDER ABOUT THE HEALTH CONSEQUENCES OF AGGRESSIVE STREET-LEVEL DRUG LAW ENFORCEMENT. YOU COULDN’T SAY THE JOINT IS JUMPING. BUT IT WOULD BE FAIR TO SAY THE PARTY’S CLEARLY STARTED.

EVEN THE MOST RECALCITRANT PESSIMIST WOULD ADMIT THERE ARE AT LEAST A LOT MORE CRIMINOLOGISTS NOW THAN THERE WERE TEN YEARS AGO.

IN FACT WHEN I STARTED IN CRIMINOLOGY YOU COULD HAVE KILLED OFF ALL OF AUSTRALIA’S CRIMINOLOGISTS IN A SINGLE TRAGIC CANBERRA BUS ACCIDENT. THESE DAYS ALL THE FLIGHTS OUT OF PERTH AFTER THE ANZ SOCIETY OF CRIMINOLOGY CONFERENCE WOULD HAVE TO FALL INTO THE SEA TO ACHIEVE THE SAME RESULT.

WHO KNOWS, IN THE YEAR 2020, INSTEAD OF BEING BRIDESMAIDS OR COURT JESTERS OR FAILED CRUSADERS, CRIMINOLOGISTS MIGHT START TO REPLACE LAWYERS AS ATTORNEYS-GENERAL OR MINISTERS OF POLICE.

WE MIGHT EVEN GET A CRIMINOLOGIST AS OUR FIRST AUSTRALIAN HEAD OF STATE. STRANGER THINGS HAVE HAPPENED. WE CAN ALWAYS LIVE IN HOPE.
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